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17th wedding anniversary theme

Do you ever wonder what to give someone for a wedding day? Whether you choose something for your spouse or a couple you care about, every year matters with a theme, color and flower attached. Buying a gift for someone else's anniversary is a choice and never an obligation because it is a special
day between them. But maybe you want to do something special for people you're close to. Whether you choose a gift or jot your thoughts in a card, it's always great form to recognize this special day. If you and your spouse are celebrating your anniversary, choosing something with symbolism brings
depth to the occasion. If you give this to a couple you know, you show your support for their marriage. Here is a list of traditional and more modern themes you can follow to make your gift selection: First anniversary: Paper or WatchesSecond anniversary: Cotton or chinaThird anniversary: Leather, glass,
or crystalFourth anniversary: Fruit, flowers, fabric, or electrical appliancesThe anniversary of the year: Wood or silverwareSix years anniversary: Iron, candy or woodResult: Copper, wool, or something for the officeAnniversary: Bronze, ceramics, linen or laceNinth years: Arrow or leatherTenth anniversary:
Tin or diamondsEleventh: Steel or fashion/costume jewelryTwelfth: Silk, linen or pearlsThirteenth: Lace or faux furFourteenth: Ivory (faux ivory for ethical reasons) or gold jewelryFifteenth: Glass, crystal, or watchTwentieth: China platinum or Twenty-fifth: SilverThirtieth: Pearl or DiamondThirty-fifth: Coral or
jadeFortieth: Ruby or Garnet Forty-fifth: SapphireFift GoldFifty-fifth: EmeraldSixty and Higher: Diamond Every anniversary is celebrated with a different color. Here are some of the most important: First anniversary: Yellow or GoldSecond Anniversary: RedThird Anniversary: WhiteFourth and Fifth
Anniversary: BlueSix Anniversary: PurpleSeventh Anniversary: Onyx (mostly black but may include other colors in the natural design)Eighth anniversary: Tourmaline (deep, rich brown and may have other colors in the mix)Ninth anniversary: Lapis (deep, rich blue)Tenth anniversary: SilverFifteenth
anniversary: RedTwentie anniversary: GreenTwenty-five anniversary: SilverFiftie anniversary: Gold Whether you choose to send a bouquet or a single flower, choose one that means that the anniversary is celebrated. You can also give a floral print card or design of the flower on any gift you choose. Here
is a list of flowers for some of the most commonly celebrated anniversaries: First anniversary: Carnation; symbolizes pure and innocent loveSecond anniversary: Lily of the Valley; symbolizes humility and devotionThird anniversary: Sunflower; symbolizing strength, warmth and loyaltyAnniversary:
Hydrangea; symbolizes the gratitude and pride of Fifanniversary: Daisy; symbolizes innocence, purity and gentlenessSix anniversary: Calla lily; symbolizing transition and growthThe seven Freesia; symbolizes confidence and troityAnniversary: Lilac; symbolizes the first feelings of loveNinth anniversary:
Bird of Paradise; symbolizes grandeur, splendor, and the unexpectedTanniversary: Daffodil; symbolizes chivalry and love for a personFifteenth anniversary: Rose; symbolizes love, passion, and hopeTwentieanniversary: Aster; symbolizes patience, elegance and wisdomJubilee-fiveth anniversary: Iris;
symbolizes the faith, hope, wisdom, and promiseFiftieanniversary: Yellow rose, violet, or combination of the two; The rose symbolizes long-term love and prosperous marriage. Violet is a sign of commitment required for a long marriage. When choosing a gift, you can use the list above for ideas, but you
don't have to spend the money on some of the more expensive themes or come across as cheap by choosing something based on the theme in the literal sense. Use the suggestions as a starting point and get creative. For example, in the years for diamonds, the object can be in the form of a diamond or
a nice jewelry box for storing diamonds. Here are some more ideas for creative use of themes: Paper anniversary: Tickets (paper) for an opera, play or filmCotton anniversary: A set of high-quality cotton sheets or placematsCrystal anniversary: A crystal bud vase or stemwareElectric appliance
anniversary: An espresso machine or cappuccino maker for coffee lovers or ice shaver for a summer anniversaryAnnivering with any of the metals : Picture frames made of the metal with a photo that means something , keychain, watch, charm or jewelryLeather anniversary: Leather weekend bag or tote,
personal leather luggage badge, coasterembossed with anniversary date, leather toilet bag or leather Bible caseDiamond anniversary: Jewelry box, a diamond-shaped picture frame with a meaningful photo, luggage or handbag with embossed diamond shape, watch or other item with the couple's
anniversaryDateCandy : Box of candy, candy making machine, chocolate fountain, or candy rosesOffice equipment: Photo printerPearl: Necklace, bracelet, ring, or something made of mother-of-pearlCoral or jade : Jewelry or something in coral or jade colorsRuby or garnet: Ruby ring, grenade necklace, or
something in a deep, rich redTin: Set of tin mugs, rustic vases, embossed plaques, or fur serving trays: Handbag, gloves, hat, or wrap What you might consider doing if the gift is for your spouse or you know you will continue to see the couple for many years is to give them something they can put on every
time their anniversary around rolls. Whether it's a place setting or a decoration, they will look forward to seeing you at this special time each year. Ideas for add-ons: Photo album. This is ideal for the photographer who likes to snapshot of all the major events. You may want to notice the pages of the album
in advance so all they have to do is slide the photos into the tracks. Serving dish. Has the date engraved on each plate in the color of the anniversary. Flower pots or planters. Include a pack of flower seeds with your card every year. Charm bracelet. Add a new charm for each anniversary. When you give
an anniversary gift, what really matters is the thought you put behind it. You can be as creative as you want to be while you think about what the other person or couple will enjoy. If there's anything else you want to give, you don't have to stay with the theme. You may want to give them something
completely unrelated but mention that it is their diamond or silver anniversary in the message of the card. However, it's more fun if you find a way to incorporate the theme into the gift- even if it's a stretch. For a 35th wedding anniversary, the traditional gift is coral, and the modern gift is jade. This means
that a 35th wedding anniversary gift should involve coral or jade in any part if an individual wants to follow tradition. Of course, some people may choose not to follow these traditions when choosing a gift for their spouse or another couple celebrating their 35th wedding anniversary. Jewelry is a popular
wedding day gift, and both coral and jade can be made into jewelry. Coral can make an exotic statement in jewelry, while jade has a smoother look. If real coral or jade jewelry is not an option, one can also buy coral or jade-colored jewelry. In this way, the jewelry can be in any style desired. Even men
can enjoy gifts made of coral or jade. A set of jade cufflinks or a coral-colored lapel pin would work nicely. If the couple is not interested in jewelry, a trip to an exotic place to visit coral reefs can be a fitting and luxurious gift. On a smaller scale, a trip to a local aquarium or even a gift of a home aquarium
filled with coral and exotic fish would do nicely to celebrate a 35th wedding anniversary. Do you remember photo booths? You climbed in, the camera flashed a few times, and voila, an old-fashioned photo strip front with four funny pictures. Those retro booths are making a big comeback. They pop up at
weddings, grad night parties, proms and other bashes, where they not only snap photos, they provide hours of pleasure. And they are perfect for 30th anniversary parties as well. You can rent one, but it's even more fun to make your own. You're getting married! You are undoubtedly nervous, excited and
maybe even a little worried. Now it's time to decide on one of the most critical components of your special day: the theme. Finding the right theme for your wedding can be as difficult as choosing the perfect dress, but we'll help you have some fun along the way. Choosing a theme isn't exactly a piece of
(wedding) cake, so we've put together a list of 10 popular, creative motifs to inspire you. Whether your aesthetics are leaning towards a trendy rooftop ceremony in the city's most beautiful skyscraper or doped promises on the deck of starships, you've come to the right place. We fill you in on hot arenas,
coats and trendy appetizers to serve your guests. Ad Still haven't given up on the fairytale wedding of your childhood fantasies? Next, we'll show you how to make the event a dream. Content Have you been looking for the perfect tiara since childhood? Are you longing for a party that would shame
Cinderella's ceremony? You don't really have to be royal to feel like a princess for a day. Head for a full-skirted wedding dress, top-tier plated dinners, a giant chocolate fondue fountain, and a ceiling-high cake. Rent out a ballroom to suit hundreds of guests, rent a small orchestra to give the music, and
take off prince charming in a limo after reception. Not ready to take out a second mortgage just to say I do? How about getting hitched Southern-style? (Shotgun not included.) Ad If extravagance simply isn't your style, you can always head south for a down-home country wedding. Obligatory cowboy hats
– for both gals and gents – checkered tablecloths, bales of hay, barbecue and old-school honky-tonk will provide the perfect kitschy atmosphere for your country-themed wedding. Host the ceremony outside or in a barn (yes, seriously). A country bar with a large dance floor would make a great place for a
reception. Don't let a long, full-skirted wedding dress cramp your style when you walk down a grassy aisle or saddle up on the mechanical bull. Too hip for barns? We have the perfect theme for urban trendsetters. Ad Do you consider yourself a city-living hipster? Are you and your affianced constantly
riding the cusp of the trendy, urban curve? If so, an ultra-chic city wedding can be just your scene. Traditional churches and backyard weddings are out of the doubt for you, so plan on becoming husband and wife on a skyscraper roof deep in your favorite metropolis. You'll be in the thick of the city, but in
your own private space — plus, it comes with a great view. Reserve an urban loft for the reception, and your friends will talk about your elegant style for years to come. Ad Even for the hippest among us, trends can be difficult to follow. As with fashion, good food tends to change with the season and year,
so butternut squash tartlets that are popular in April will be as passé as pigs in a blanket will your December wedding date. To solve this problem, hire (or at least consult) a chef who is familiar with the latest in haute cuisine. If you prefer sandals to stilettos, the next theme is for you. Maybe you don't care
about the latest styles and trends. Maybe you just want to relax, unwind and have a good time. If so, why not head to the beach? Beach weddings are very popular for too cool-to-care type of couples, and the setting practically mandates that everyone has a good time. There's nothing quite like saying I do
with my toes in the waves, so make it a casual affair with bare feet or flip-flops, skirts or short for the ladies and short-sleeved shirts for the guys. After the ceremony, gather around a fireplace for an oyster roast, or head into a beach club for drinks and dancing. Ad Never been on a beach without full
diving equipment? Your taste may run towards our next idea. Are you and your betrothed the kind of people who throw themselves out of airplanes for fun? Does spending quality alone time with your cutie usually involve scuba gear or skis and a helicopter? If so, you can consider paying bail on your
plans for normal weddings and making your wedding as extreme as you two are. It is unlikely that the rest of your wedding party will be willing (or have room) to get into that hot air balloon with you or that all guests will be up for hiking Mt. Everest just to hear you say I do. However, you can always choose
an indoor reception that can give your guests a taste of what you are experiencing. The event room at an aquarium, for example, would be well suited for underwater ceremonies, and a cliff-top restaurant would be a great place for your guests to hang out while you're on top of a nearby mountain. You can
even hook up an Internet broadcast of your vows so the rest of your wedding party can witness the event. Meet them at the party after landing, climbing down or swimming to the surface. Ad For traditional landlubbers, get the season on the next page. For a classic wedding theme that's not too expensive
or quirky, celebrate the season! For a spring or summer wedding, deck out the bridal party in cards, flirty dresses in pastel colors or vibrant colors, and incorporate lots of seasonal flowers into your bouquets and middle pieces. Nothing says spring quite like daisies, sunflowers and tulips. Plan for the
ceremony and reception to take place outdoors in a place that is full of life and receives great sunlight, like a cottage with a private garden or a secluded park. If you get hitched in the fall, play up the colors of the harvest, such as chocolate brown and crimson. Beautify the ceremony and reception places
with gourd, apple and wheatgrass flower arrangements. The ceremony should take place somewhere that really speaks to the season, like an orchard full of fallen leaves or an old gristmill. Ad White is elegant for a winter ceremony, especially with red accents in the décor system. Winter weather is usually
too nippy for outdoor ceremonies, so keep your event somewhere that invokes comfort and warmth, like an old inn with a large fireplace or a historic mansion with lots of rich interior colors and textiles. To really play back the autumn harvest, check out our next idea. If the idea of a big white dress and cute
sweet wedding cake makes you shudder, you can find inspiration off the beaten path. In fact, what gives you that bride glow can be what makes other shudders! Sure, some may find it rather creepy to exchange vows surrounded by carved pumpkins or stylized skulls, but for a couple with an evil sense of
humor, a macabre wedding theme can be easy, festive and - believe it or not - fun. Do you love Halloween? Really dig the Mexican Day of the Dead (Dia de los Muertos)? If you have flavors that go a little dark, this theme can suit you perfectly. Plan an autumn wedding, preferably in late October or early
November, to correspond to Halloween or The Day of the Dead. For Halloween-themed weddings, incorporate festive accents like jack-o'-lantern table markers and a bouquet made of orange tulips or brushes. Day of the Dead celebrants should show off vivid colors in the interior, as this holiday is
incredibly rich in color (just look at photos of any Day of the Dead celebration to get an idea). It's also about tradition, family and having a good time – not unlike a wedding. Ad If scary pumpkins and leering skulls don't make you think of your betrothed, why not try to get hitched on a day of the year
dedicated to love: Valentine's Day? Sure, a Valentine's Day wedding is cliché, but it's also really cute. In addition, it will be easy for him to remember your anniversary if it corresponds to hearts, sweets and cupids. Now it's true that most people don't choose to äkta on a weekday, so unless Feb. 14 falls
on the weekend, plans on having a smaller turnout. But don't be devastated – with fewer guests, you can make your wedding a more romantic and intimate affair. Red and white roses, candy-box table markers, a heart-shaped cake and candy hearts with your names printed on them are some obvious
choices, but you can take it a step further by having the DJ play only songs that contain the word love or by having romantic sonnets printed inside all your programs. Ad If the only hearts you're in are eight pieces and restore health, check out our geeky wedding ideas on the next page. Did you meet your
betrothed during a Halo death match? Did you share your first intimate moment while watching Han and Leia kiss? Have you both already requested time off work when the next Star Trek movie comes out? If so, you might want to geek up your vows with a novelty-themed wedding. It can be anything you
want. Dress up as Han and Leia (as Luke and Leia would just be wrong), or get married on the bridge of a makeshift Starship Enterprise. If video games are more your thing, adorn you like Link and Zelda and cut into a Triforce-shaped cake. Ad Of course, your theme will dictate the style of your wedding,
so think carefully about where you want the ceremony to be and what you want it to look like. For example, a green and purple indoor Halo wedding may not be quite as nice as outside the gold, green and white Legend of Zelda wedding. Maybe you don't have to dress up as aliens or get married on top of
a mountain to say I do. In fact, most of us have traditional, old-fashioned weddings. You know, one where the bride wears a beautiful white dress, the groom sports a tuxedo, and it's held somewhere a church or synagogue and is led by a religious official. There's nothing wrong with traditional weddings. In
fact, they are as much a theme as anything else we have discussed. No matter how conservative or quirky you want your wedding to be, a theme allows you to both express yourself and streamline every part of your wedding, and thus, your decision-making process. Suppose you can not decide between
roses and tulips for your bouquet. Your theme makes the decision for you. If you've chosen a spring garden party theme, tulips would be the natural choice, but if you have a classic New York wedding, it's roses and Sinatra, baby. And remember: As long as you marry the person you love, it will probably
be the best day of your life, no matter what color the flowers are, what you are wearing or where it takes place. Place.
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